ENVIT Convert-It! is a unit conversion application developed for use with the Compaq iPaq Personal Digital Assistant. Version 1.0 of this application converts six different types of the most common units for environmental field applications.

The graphical user interface for ENVIT Convert-It! Version 1.0 is aesthetic and simple to use. The user must follow a few simple steps:

1. From the drop-down list labeled “Select Measurement,” choose the desired measurement from the possible types of measurements.

- Discharge
- Length
- Mass
- Temperature
- Velocity
- Volume

2. From the drop-down lists labeled “Units,” choose the units which you would like to convert from and to:
(3) Enter the value which you would like to convert in the top text box labeled “From.”

(4) Click the “Convert” button to calculate the conversion. The converted value will appear in the bottom test box labeled “To.”

(5) Click the “Reset” button to clear the form and convert a new value.

While using Convert-It! Version 1.0, you may come across one of the following error messages:

- You need to select a type of measurement from the top drop-down list.
- You need to select units from either the From or To drop-down box.
- You need to input a number in the top text field.
- You may only convert numeric values. Click “Reset” and enter a number in the text field.

Thank you for purchasing ENVIT Convert-It! Version 1.0. Please look for future versions as well as other ENVIT software to be released in the future.